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Abstract.—Incongruence, or topological conﬂict, is prevalent in genome-scale data sets. Internode certainty (IC) and related
measures were recently introduced to explicitly quantify the level of incongruence of a given internal branch among a
set of phylogenetic trees and complement regular branch support measures (e.g., bootstrap, posterior probability) that
instead assess the statistical conﬁdence of inference. Since most phylogenomic studies contain data partitions (e.g., genes)
with missing taxa and IC scores stem from the frequencies of bipartitions (or splits) on a set of trees, IC score calculation
typically requires adjusting the frequencies of bipartitions from these partial gene trees. However, when the proportion
of missing taxa is high, the scores yielded by current approaches that adjust bipartition frequencies in partial gene trees
differ substantially from each other and tend to be overestimates. To overcome these issues, we developed three new IC
measures based on the frequencies of quartets, which naturally apply to both complete and partial trees. Comparison of
our new quartet-based measures to previous bipartition-based measures on simulated data shows that: (1) on complete
data sets, both quartet-based and bipartition-based measures yield very similar IC scores; (2) IC scores of quartet-based
measures on a given data set with and without missing taxa are more similar than the scores of bipartition-based
measures; and (3) quartet-based measures are more robust to the absence of phylogenetic signal and errors in phylogenetic
inference than bipartition-based measures. Additionally, the analysis of an empirical mammalian phylogenomic data
set using our quartet-based measures reveals the presence of substantial levels of incongruence for numerous internal
branches. An efﬁcient open-source implementation of these quartet-based measures is freely available in the program
QuartetScores (https://github.com/lutteropp/QuartetScores). [Missing taxa; phylogenetics; phylogenomics; phylogenetic
conﬂict; phylogenetic discordance; phylogenetic signal; robustness.]

Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies
have greatly facilitated the generation of genome-scale
data for phylogenetic inference in diverse groups of
organisms, including fungi (e.g., Nagy et al. 2014; Shen
et al. 2016; Shen et al. 2018; Steenwyk et al. 2019),
plants (e.g., Wickett et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2015),
and animals (e.g., Song et al. 2012; Jarvis et al. 2014).
Incongruence (i.e., the presence of topological conﬂict)
between individual gene trees in each one of these
phylogenomic data matrices is the rule rather than
the exception. The hundreds or thousands of genes
examined in a study each yield their own distinct
topologies (e.g., Song et al. 2012; Salichos and Rokas 2013;
Zhong et al. 2013). The observed incongruence can be
partly attributed to gene tree estimation errors caused
by analytical reasons including insufﬁcient information
in the data, misspeciﬁcation of evolutionary models,
or inadequate tree search (Jeffroy et al. 2006; Kumar
et al. 2012). On the other hand, the evolutionary histories
of genes can also be genuinely different from each
other and from the underlying species phylogeny due to
biological processes such as incomplete lineage sorting
(ILS), introgression, hybridization, natural selection, and
horizontal gene transfer (Maddison 1997; Slowinski and
Page 1999; Castoe et al. 2009; Degnan and Rosenberg
2009).

Given the prevalence of phylogenetic incongruence,
its unequal distribution across branches of a phylogeny,
and its key role in assessing the robustness of species tree
inference (Salichos and Rokas 2013), it is important that
our measures of incongruence are accurate. Salichos et al.
recently developed several novel information theorybased measures to quantify incongruence among a set
of “evaluation” trees (e.g., gene trees) with respect
to the internal branches (which they referred to as
“internodes”) in a “reference” tree (e.g., the species
tree) (Salichos and Rokas 2013; Salichos et al. 2014). In
brief, for the bipartition deﬁned by a given internal
branch in the reference tree, its conﬂicting bipartitions
are initially extracted from the evaluation tree set. Then,
Shannon’s entropy (Shannon 1948) is calculated from the
frequencies of occurrence (in the evaluation trees) of both
the reference bipartition and the conﬂicting ones. In this
way, the diversity and strengths of conﬂicting signals are
integrated into a single measure of the degree of certainty
(or uncertainty) about the phylogenetic relationship
deﬁned by the internal branch in the reference tree.
Measurement of internode certainty (IC) comes in
two ﬂavors; the IC score only takes into account the
reference bipartition and the most prevalent conﬂicting
bipartition, while the IC all (ICA) score also considers
all other conﬂicting bipartitions that are sufﬁciently
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TABLE 1.

ZHOU ET AL.—QUARTET-BASED COMPUTATIONS OF INTERNODE CERTAINTY
Deﬁnition of acronyms used in this paper

Acronym

Deﬁnition
Internode certainty (all)
Lossless internode certainty (all)
Probabilistic internode certainty (all)
Quartet internode certainty
Lowest quartet internode certainty
(Extended) Quadripartition internode certainty
Bootstrap
Gens support frequency
Local posterior probability
Quartet sampling
Incomplete lineage sorting
Multi-species coalescent

frequent (see Table 1 for the list of all acronyms used
in this study).
The original IC/ICA scores are applicable only if
all evaluation trees are complete, that is, they contain
exactly the same taxa as the reference tree (Salichos et al.
2014). However, in phylogenomic studies, it is common
that the sequences of many (or even most) genes are
only available from taxon subsets, giving rise to partial
gene trees. To meet the need to quantify incongruence
in evaluation tree sets that contain partial trees, Kobert
et al. (2016) developed mathematical approaches to
adjust the frequencies of bipartitions from partial trees
in the calculation of IC/ICA scores. Speciﬁcally, the
authors developed three adjustment schemes that differ
on how the frequency of a bipartition with missing taxa
is corrected (Kobert et al. 2016): (1) Probabilistic—the
frequency of the incomplete bipartition is distributed
equally to all possible complete bipartitions (i.e.,
containing all taxa) that are compatible with it; (2)
Observed—the frequency of the incomplete bipartition is
distributed equally to only those compatible, complete
bipartitions observed in the reference and evaluation
trees; and (3) Lossless—similar to Observed, but with the
restriction that the complete bipartitions also have to be
mutually conﬂicting. An approach similar to the Lossless
adjustment scheme was also independently developed
by Smith et al. (2015).
IC and related measures are valuable and effective
tools in identifying phylogenetic incongruence and
have been quickly adopted in phylogenomic studies
(Chen et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016;
Shen et al. 2016; Chesters 2017; Krabberod et al. 2017;
Leveille-Bourret et al. 2017; Fernandez et al. 2018; Shen
et al. 2018; Steenwyk et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2018),
yet they still exhibit several practical and theoretical
limitations. On the practical side, for data sets with
high proportions of missing taxa (e.g., all genes trees
are partial), the aforementioned adjustment schemes
can considerably overestimate IC/ICA scores (Kobert
et al. 2016). Additionally, alternative adjustment schemes
might generate substantially different scores (Kobert
et al. 2016) and it is often unclear which scheme is
better. On the theoretical side, for the ICA measure, the
exact number of conﬂicting bipartitions to be considered
can only be determined post hoc from the evaluation
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trees (Salichos et al. 2014; Kobert et al. 2016), which
might lead to unexpected behavior. To illustrate this
point, consider the following example with one reference
bipartition and two conﬂicting bipartitions. If we set
their frequencies to 80%:10%:10%, 80%:15%:5%, and
80%:19%:1%, the ICA scores would be 0.42, 0.44, and
0.51, respectively. That is, the ICA score of the internal
branch increases as one of the conﬂicting bipartitions
appears more frequently. However, if all 20% of the
conﬂicting signal stems entirely from one bipartition
(i.e., 80%:20%), then the ICA score drops again to 0.28.
This is because the ICA score calculation now involves
only two bipartitions instead of three, which changes
the base of logarithm in Shannon’s entropy equation
(Shannon 1948) from 3 to 2, thereby drastically lowering
the score.
One potential solution to these practical and
theoretical issues is to base the quantiﬁcation of
phylogenetic incongruence on quartets instead of
bipartitions (see also Pease et al. 2018). Quartets (i.e.,
sets of four taxa) are the most basic unit of information
in unrooted phylogenetic trees and have long been
used in molecular phylogenetics for a wide range of
purposes, including tree reconstruction (Strimmer and
von Haeseler 1996; Chifman and Kubatko 2014; Avni
et al. 2015; Mirarab and Warnow 2015) and rogue taxon
identiﬁcation (Wilkinson 2006; Aberer and Stamatakis
2011). Several properties make quartets particularly
attractive for quantifying IC. First, both the reference and
evaluation trees can be decomposed into sets of induced
quartets. Second, the quartet set of the reference tree is
a superset of the quartet set of every evaluation tree.
Therefore, both complete and partial evaluation trees
can be naturally compared with the reference tree at the
quartet level without any further need for adjustment.
In addition, evaluation trees with more missing taxa
will contribute fewer quartets to the quantiﬁcation (since
the number of quartets contained in a tree grows
polynomially with the number of taxa), providing a
natural way to weigh evaluation trees of different sizes.
Moreover, every quartet tree has a ﬁxed number of three
alternative topologies, hence two conﬂicting topologies
will always be expected for every quartet topology in
the reference tree regardless of the taxa present in the
evaluation trees.
Quartets have been previously used to detect
conﬂicting signal in phylogenetic data sets. For instance,
Driskell et al. (2004) used quartets to identify informative
gene trees for subsequent comparison with reference
species trees. Moreover, the quartet-mapping approach
assesses the phylogenetic content of a multiple sequence
alignment by analyzing every possible combination
of four sequences (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1997;
Nieselt-Struwe and von Haeseler 2001). The approach
was later adopted to study the incongruence among
quartet gene trees for sets of four species (Nesbo et al.
2001; Zhaxybayeva and Gogarten 2002; Zhaxybayeva
et al. 2006). However, these approaches are limited to
analyzing sets of four taxa, instead of internal branches
in a species tree.
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THREE NEW QUARTET-BASED MEASURES FOR ESTIMATING
INTERNODE CERTAINTY
All three quartet-based measures require as input
a reference tree TR and a set of evaluation trees TE ;
only unrooted trees are considered. The taxon set of
the reference tree S(TR ) should be equal to the union
of the taxon sets of all evaluation trees S(TE ). All
evaluation trees may have the same taxon set as S(TR )
(e.g., TR and TE are the bootstrap consensus tree and
bootstrap replicate trees, respectively, from a single-gene
phylogenetic analysis). Alternatively, the taxon sets of
some or all evaluation trees may be strict subsets of S(TR )
(e.g., TR and TE are the coalescent-based species tree
and single-gene trees, respectively, from a phylogenomic
analysis where some genes are missing from some taxa).
All three measures require the generation of a list
of quartets induced by TR and the occurrences of their
alternative topologies in TE (Fig. 1a). Unresolved quartet
topologies in polytomous evaluation trees are discarded.
The three measures differ in whether all (or some)
possible quartets are used and how they are used,
which in turn inﬂuences how the IC is calculated for
each internal branch in TR (Fig. 1b–e). To illustrate the
calculation of our three quartet-based IC scores, we use
an example data set consisting of a six-species reference
tree TR and an evaluation tree set TE that includes one
complete tree topology and three partial tree topologies,
each of which appears a given number of times in TE
(shown along the respective tree topology; Fig. 1a). In
this example, we focus on calculating the quartet-based
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IC scores for the internal branch separating (A, B) from
(C, D, E, F).

Measure 1: Lowest Quartet Internode Certainty
We deﬁne the lowest quartet internode certainty (LQIC) of an internal branch as the lowest IC score among
all of its relevant quartets (Fig. 1b). In brief, in a given
unrooted tree, every internal branch deﬁnes a nontrivial
bipartition, that is, it divides the taxon set into two
nontrivial subsets of taxa. We say a quartet q is relevant
to an internal branch i if q consists of exactly two taxa
from each of the two taxon subsets associated with i.
For each internal branch i in TR , we ﬁrst identify the
collection of all quartets (Q) that are relevant to i, and
then calculate the IC score for each quartet q in Q based
on the occurrences of its three possible topologies in TE
(c1 , c2 , and c3 for the reference topology q1 and the two
alternative topologies, q2 and q3 , respectively):
Q-IC (Quartet-IC) score
 
 
 
⎧
0,if P q1 = P q2 = P q3 = 0;
⎪
⎪
⎪
  
 
  
 
⎪
⎪
⎪
1+P q1 log3 P q1 +P q2 log3 P q2
⎪
⎪
⎪
 
  
⎪
⎨
+P q3 log3 P q3 ,
=
 
 
 
 
⎪
if P q1 ≥ P q2 and P q1 ≥ P q3 ;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 
  
 
  
⎪
⎪
−1∗(1+P q1 log3 P q1 +P q2 log3 P q2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
+P(q3 )log3 (P(q3 ))),else.
(1)
 
where
  P(q1 ) = c1 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ), P q2 = c2 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ),
P q3 = c3 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ). In cases where
the topology qi

has an occurrence of 0 (i.e., P qi = 0), we follow the
convention that P qi log3 (P qi ) = 0. The Q-IC score is
deﬁned to be 0 if q does not appear in any evaluation
tree (i.e., c1 = c2 = c3 = 0). Also, we reverse the sign of the
score if the topology of q induced by TR is less frequent
than any of the two alternative topologies. It should be
noted that this negation is merely to indicate that the
most prevalent topology conﬂicts with TR .
Similar to IC/ICA scores, the Q-IC score can take
values between –1 and 1: it approaches 1 when
the reference quartet tree topology is much more
prevalent than the other two alternatives, reﬂecting
strong conﬁdence in the reference internal branch; it
becomes close to 0 when the three alternative topologies
have similar frequencies, suggesting a high level of
incongruence; and it gets near –1 when one of the
conﬂicting topologies has a much higher frequency
than the reference internal branch, indicating that the
evaluation trees strongly contradict the internal branch
present in the reference topology and favor an alternative
topology. A visualization of the Q-IC score against
possible combinations of P(q1 ), P(q2 ), and P(q3 ) values
is provided in Supplementary Figure S1 available on
Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.440874g.
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Here, we introduce three new quartet-based measures
for quantifying incongruence among phylogenetic
trees, which can be calculated using the freely
available program https://github.com/lutteropp/
QuartetScores. Much like existing bipartition-based
IC measures (Salichos et al. 2014; Kobert et al. 2016),
the output of all three new measures are IC scores
for all internal branches in the reference tree, which
reﬂect the degree of certainty of the bipartition deﬁned
by each internal branch. Using both simulated and
biological data sets, we show that quartet-based and
bipartition-based measures perform equally well in
calculating IC on sets of complete trees and that
quartet-based measures outperform bipartition-based
ones on sets that contain missing data. Additionally,
we establish the sensitivity of quartet-based IC
measures to speciﬁc analytic challenges, such as the
lack of phylogenetic signal and topological errors in
reference trees. Application of these new measures
on an empirical mammalian phylogenomic data set
reveals high degrees of phylogenetic incongruence for
certain internal branches that are consistent with the
current understanding of contentious relationships in
mammals. Overall, our results suggest that our newly
developed quartet-based measures are useful for more
accurately quantifying phylogenetic incongruence.
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Reference tree (T):

Q-IC of relevant quartets:

D

D
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Evaluation trees ( ):

D
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1
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AB|CF
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AB|DE

1

AB|DF

1

AB|EF
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LQ-IC = min Q−IC = -0.545

B
A

C

d)

D
f1 = 4

f2 = 3

A

F

C

F

D
B

B

Occurrences of quadripartition trees:
3
CD AB|CE
B
AB|CF
3
AB|DE 3
AB|DF 3
A
EF Total:
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B

CD
B

C
A

f3 = 6

E

C

E

f4 = 6

A

A
E

F

F

b)
Quartet
(1,2,3,4)

Occurrences of alternative topologies
Ref: 12|34

Alt_1: 13|24

Alt_2: 14|23

A,B,C,D

7

0

0

1

A,B,C,E

3

12

0

-0.545

A,B,C,F

3

12

0

-0.545

A,B,D,E

3

0

0

1

A,B,D,F

3

0

0

1

A,B,E,F

9

0

6

0.387

A,E,C,D

3

0

0

1

A,F,C,D

0

0

3

-1

A,C,E,F

12

3

0

1

A,D,E,F

0

3

0

-1

B,E,C,D

3

0

0

-1

B,F,C,D

0

0

3

0.545

B,C,E,F

6

9

0

-1

B,D,E,F

0

3

0

-0.387

C,D,E,F

0

0

3

-1

EF

12
12
0
0
24

AE|BC
AE|BD
AF|BC
AF|BD
CD Total:

EF

Quadripartition:
(A,B,CD,EF)

Q-IC

A

AC|BE
AC|BF
AD|BE
AD|BF
Total:

0
0
0
0
0

B

A

12
12
)
QP-IC = −1 × (1+
log3 (
12+24+0
12+24+0
24
24
0
0
+
)+
) )= -0.421
log3 (
log3 (
12+24+0
12+24+0 12+24+0
12+24+0

e)

C

C
D

C
D

D

B

B

B

A

A

A

E
F
QP-IC = -0.421

E
F
QP-IC = 1

E
F
QP-IC = 0.387

EQP-IC = min QP−IC = -0.421

FIGURE 1. An example data set to illustrate the design and calculation of quartet-based IC scores. a) The data set consists of a six-species
reference tree TR and an evaluation tree setTE , each with a given frequency (shown along the respective tree topology). b) The reference tree is
decomposed into 15 quartets and the occurrences of their quartet tree topologies in the evaluation tree set are counted. This example focuses
on the internal branch that separates (A, B) from (C, D, E, F). c) The LQ-IC (lowest quartet IC) score of the internal branch is deﬁned as the
lowest IC score among all of its relevant quartets. d) The QP-IC (quadripartition IC) score of the internal branch is deﬁned as the IC score of
the quadripartition induced by it. e) The EQP-IC (extended quadripartition IC) score of an internal branch is deﬁned as the lowest QP-IC score
among all of its relevant internal node pairs.

To obtain the LQ-IC score, we simply assign the lowest
Q-IC score from Q to i:
LQ-IC (Lowest Quartet-IC) score = min (Q-IC(q)) (2)
q∈Q

A detailed rationale on why we chose the lowest
(minimum) Q-IC score, instead of other statistics
such as the mean or the median is provided in the
Supplementary Text available on Dryad. Since the
calculation of the LQ-IC score for a given internal branch
does not make any assumption about the topology
on either side of i, LQ-IC can also be calculated
for a reference tree TR that contains polytomies
(multifurcations); trees in the set of evaluation trees
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TE may also contain polytomies. Unresolved quartets
caused by polytomies in either TR or TE would be
ignored and thus do not contribute to the calculation
of the LQ-IC score.
To analyze the example data set shown in Figure 1,
we ﬁrst decompose the reference tree into 15 quartets
and, for each quartet, we calculate the occurrences of
the three possible topologies in the evaluation tree set
(Fig. 1b). The IC score of each quartet can be determined
from the occurrences of its alternative topologies by
equation (1) (Fig. 1b). For instance, for the quartet
(A, B, C, E), the reference topology (AB|CE) and the
two alternative topologies (AC|BE) and (AE|BC) are
respectively observed 3, 12, and 0 times in the evaluation
trees. Thus, for this quartet:
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3
3
Q-IC = −1∗
log3
3+12+0
3+12+0
+

12
12
log3
3+12+0
3+12+0

+

0
0
log3
+1 = −0.545
3+12+0
3+12+0

Measure 2: Quadripartition Internode Certainty
We deﬁne the quadripartition internode certainty (QPIC) of an internal branch as the IC score of its induced
quadripartition (Fig. 1c). In a given unrooted binary
tree, each internal branch connects two internal nodes
(hereafter referred to as nodes) and divides the taxon
set into four subsets (quadripartition). To determine the
IC score of an internal branch, we assume that the four
subsets have been correctly resolved and only consider
the three possible topologies of the quadripartition. In
other words, we consider the quadripartition as a “metaquartet” whose leaves are the four subsets, and use the
IC score of the “meta-quartet” tree as that of the internal
branch.
For the quadripartition p induced by a given internal
branch i in TR , we calculate its IC score based on the
occurrences of its three possible topologies in TE (c1 ,
c2 , and c3 for the alternative topologies p1 , p2 , and
p3 , respectively). We ﬁrst identify the collection of all
quartets (Q) that are relevant to p; we say a quartet q is
relevant to a quadripartition p if q consists of exactly one
taxon from each of the four-taxon subsets associated with
p. Each given quadripartition tree topology tp , induces a
speciﬁc quartet tree topology tq for each q in Q, and the
occurrence of tp is simply the sum of the occurrence of tq
for all q in Q. We can then calculate the quadripartition
IC score as:
QP-IC (Quadripartition-IC) score
⎧
 
 
 
⎪
⎪
 P p2 =P p3 = 0;  
0,if P p1 =
⎪
⎪
1+P p1 log3 P p1 +P
⎪
⎪
 p2 log3 P p2
⎪
⎪
+P
p
log
⎪
3
⎪
 
  3 P p3  ,  
⎪
⎪
if
P
p
≥
P
p2 and P p1 ≥ P p3 ;
⎨
1

=
 
  
 
  
⎪
−1∗ 1+P p1 log3 P p1 +P p2 log3 P p2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
+P(p3 )log3 (P(p3 )) ,else;
⎪
⎩
(3)
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+

24
24
log3
12+24+0
12+24+0

+

0
0
log3
+1 = −0.421
12+24+0
12+24+0

Once again, the QP-IC score is negative since the
reference quadripartition is less frequent than at least
one of the conﬂicting topologies.

Measure 3: Extended Quadripartition internode certainty
In measure 2, we only consider quadripartitions
induced by individual internal branches, which means
that only the quartets corresponding to neighboring
nodes contribute to the IC score calculation. In particular,
quartets that contradict an internal branch but are
not relevant to the corresponding quadripartition are
ignored by the QP-IC score. An alternative approach is to
extend measure 2 to evaluate all possible pairs of nodes
that include a given internal branch (see Supplementary
Text available on Dryad for an extended discussion
of the rationale of extended quadripartition internode
certainty, EQP-IC). The design of EQP-IC is similar to that
of LQ-IC, with a critical distinction as, here, we examine
the IC scores of node pairs instead of individual quartets.
We deﬁne the EQP-IC score of an internal branch as
the lowest IC score among all of its relevant node pairs
(N) (Fig. 1e); we say a pair of nodes n(i) is relevant to
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Note that the Q-IC score is negative since the reference
quartet tree topology is less frequent than one of the
conﬂicting topologies. Six of the 15 quartets are relevant
to the internal branch of interest; therefore, the lowest
Q-IC score among them (-0.545) is the LQ-IC score of the
internal branch (Fig. 1c).

 
 
where P p1 = c1 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ), P p2 = c2 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ),
and P p3 = c3 /(c1 +c2 +c3 ). Note that the equations for
the calculation of Q-IC (1) and QP-IC (3) are almost
the same, except that the Q-IC score is calculated
from a single quartet, whereas the QP-IC score from
a quadripartition. If the quadripartition tree topology
induced by TR is less frequent than any other alternative
topologies, we reverse the sign of the QP-IC score.
Unlike the LQ-IC score, the QP-IC is only calculated for
internal branches in the reference tree TR that are fully
resolved on both sides (QP-IC scores are left undeﬁned
for polytomies). The evaluation trees, however, may
contain polytomies.
In the example data set, the quadripartition induced
by the internal branch of interest is (A, B, CD, EF).
The occurrence of each alternative quadripartition tree
topology equals the sum of the occurrences of its
induced quartet tree topologies (Fig. 1d). For instance,
the reference quadripartition, (A, B|CD, EF), induces
four quartet trees: (AB|CE), (AB|CF), (AB|DE), and
(AB|DF). Each quartet tree is observed three times in the
evaluation trees. Therefore, the quadripartition tree has
a total occurrence of 12. In the same way, the occurrences
of the two conﬂicting topologies, (A, CD|B, EF) and
(A, EF|B, CD), are 24 and 0, respectively. Thus, for this
quadripartition:

12
12
QP-IC = −1∗
log3
12+24+0
12+24+0
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EQP-IC (Extended Quadripartition-IC) score
= min (QP-IC (n(i) ))
n(i) ∈N(i)

(4)

To calculate the EQP-IC score, the reference tree TR must
be binary, but the evaluation trees may be polytomous.
In the example data set, the reference tree contains
three node pairs that are relevant to the internal branch
of interest (Fig. 1e). The ﬁrst one is the neighboring node
pair that deﬁnes the internal branch itself. Hence, its QPIC score equals that of the internal branch. The other two
nonneighboring node pairs induce the quadripartitions
(A, B, C, D) and (A, B, E, F), respectively, and their QPIC scores are found to be 1 and 0.387 by applying the
same procedure as described in the preceding section.
Consequently, the lowest QP-IC score among the three
node pairs (-0.421) is assigned to be the EQP-IC score of
the internal branch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quartet-Based and Bipartition-Based Measures Yield
Similar IC Scores on Complete Trees
We compared the performances of the quartet-based
and bipartition-based measures on a simulated data
set consisting of 50 reference trees, each comprising
101 taxa; each reference tree is then associated with
1000 complete evaluation trees (hereafter referred to
as the “G1000_Original” data set; see Materials and
Methods section). The relative Robinson–Foulds (rRF)
distance between the reference and evaluation trees
ranges from 0.19 to 1 with a median value of 0.43.
The three quartet-based IC scores are almost perfectly
correlated with each other and the same is true for the
bipartition-based IC/ICA scores (Spearman correlation
coefﬁcients ≥ 0.99 and P-values < 2.2 × 10−16 in all cases;
Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad). Moreover,
quartet-based IC scores are strongly correlated with
branch support values (measured by Gene Support
Frequency; Gadagkar et al. 2005) and bipartition-based
IC/ICA scores (Spearman correlation coefﬁcients ≥ 0.93
and P-values < 2.2 × 10−16 in all cases; Supplementary
Fig. S2 available on Dryad).
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The above analysis uses species trees as reference
trees and gene trees as evaluation trees. However,
this is not a requirement (Salichos et al. 2014). For
example, one could use gene trees as reference trees
and their corresponding bootstrap replicate trees as
evaluation trees. Therefore, we also analyzed such a
data set that contained 844 maximum-likelihood gene
trees (used as reference trees), each associated with
200 bootstrap replicate trees (used as evaluation trees)
(hereafter referred to as the “B200” data set). The quartetbased IC scores again show strong correlation with
bootstrap supports and bipartition-based IC/ICA scores
(Spearman correlation coefﬁcients ≥ 0.91 and P-values <
2.2 × 10−16 in all cases; Supplementary Fig. S3 available
on Dryad). Overall, our results suggest that the IC
scores generated by quartet-based and bipartition-based
measures are generally in agreement on data sets that
only comprise complete trees.

Quartet-Based IC Measures are More Robust in Data Sets
with Missing Data
Next, we compared the performance of quartet-based
and bipartition-based IC measures on data sets with
missing data. To that end, we constructed a series of
additional data sets with varying degrees of missing
data at the taxon and gene level (see Materials and
Methods section for details). In brief, we ﬁrst generated
ﬁve data sets with partial trees—named G1000_
L1/L2/L3/E1/E2—by pruning taxa from evaluation
trees in the G1000_Original data set. We note that:
(1) the pruned taxa were randomly selected in
G1000_L1/L2/L3, while the patterns of missing taxa
in G1000_E1/E2 were sampled from empirical data
sets and (2) the degree of missing taxa increases
in sequential order in G1000_L1/L2/L3, while the
degrees of missing taxa in G1000_E1 and G1000_E2
are comparable to those in G1000_L2 and G1000_L3,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad).
Additionally, we randomly removed evaluation trees
from the G1000_Original/L1/L2/L3/E1/E2 data sets to
create two collections of data sets with removed genes,
G500 and G250, in which each reference tree is associated
with 500 and 250 evaluation trees, respectively.
To examine the performance of each measure, we
followed Kobert et al. (2016) suggestion that, on data
sets with missing data, a more robust measure should
give scores that are closer to the ground truth. Here,
we measured the robustness to missing data by the
Euclidean distance between the IC scores calculated on
the G1000_Original data set (which we consider as the
“truth”) and the pruned data sets. A smaller Euclidean
distance indicates higher robustness, and vice versa. The
Euclidean distances were calculated for each of the 50
sets of reference/evaluation trees in each pruned data
set, and for each of the quartet-based and bipartitionbased measures. For ease of comparison, all Euclidean
distances were normalized to the same scale between 0
and 1 (see Material and Methods section).
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an internal branch i if i is part of the path connecting
n(i) (note that there is no upper limit on the length of
the path). Apparently, N(i) includes both neighboring
and nonneighboring node pairs. The IC score of a pair
of neighboring nodes is simply its QP-IC score (see
measure 2). In a given unrooted binary tree, every
node has three outgoing branches. We can therefore
construct a “meta-quartet” from the path connecting a
pair of nonneighboring nodes as well as the two outgoing
branches of each node that are not located on the path,
and determine its QP-IC score also using measure 2. To
obtain the EQP-IC score, we simply assign the lowest
QP-IC score from N(i) to internal branch i:
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FIGURE 2. Quartet-based IC measures are more robust on partial evaluation trees. a) Euclidean distances between IC scores calculated from the
G1000_Original data set, which contain only complete evaluation trees, and those calculated from data sets G1000_L1/L2/L3 and G1000_E1/E2,
which contain partial evaluation trees. b) Fractions of internal branches for which the IC scores were overestimated (0.05 unit higher) on data
sets G1000_L1/L2/L3 and G1000_E1/E2 compared with the G1000_Original data set. The violin plots depict, for each measure, distribution of
Euclidean distance (a) or overestimated fraction (b) values from 50 replicates.

The results show that QP-IC and EQP-IC exhibit high
robustness (median distances of 0.04 or less) on all
data sets examined (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S5
available on Dryad), whereas the robustness of LQIC is much lower (Supplementary Fig. S5 available
on Dryad). Thus, we have focused to present and
discuss the results of QP-IC and EQP-IC; for Results and
Discussion section about LQ-IC, we refer the reader to
the Supplementary Text available on Dryad. On the other
hand, the robustness of bipartition-based IC measures
is highly dependent on the proportion of missing taxa.
For instance, the median distances for lossless internode
certainty (LIC)/LIC (all) (LICA) are less than 0.04 on the
Original and L1 data sets, but increase to > 0.10 and
> 0.20 on the L2/E1 and L3/E2 data sets, respectively
(Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad;
for simplicity, only ICA and/or LICA are shown in
the main ﬁgures as the representatives of bipartitionbased IC measures, while the full results are included in
Supplementary ﬁgures available on Dryad).
For each measure, we also calculated the fractions
of internal branches for which the scores were
overestimated on the pruned data sets compared with
the unpruned data set. We observe a trend very similar
to that found in the robustness assessment. Quartetbased measures exhibit signiﬁcantly lower levels of
overestimation than bipartition-based measures on data
sets with medium to high proportions of missing taxa
(paired Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P-values < 2.2 × 10−16
for all pairwise comparisons between quartet-based and
bipartition-based IC measures on each L2/L3/E1/E2
data sets; Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S5 available
on Dryad). In particular, the LIC and LICA scores
are consistently overestimated at high proportions of
missing taxa (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S5 available
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on Dryad); the scores are overestimated for more than
75% of all internal branches in the L3 and E2 data
sets, whereas the overall fractions of overestimated
quartet-based IC scores on the same data sets are below
30%. Altogether, these results suggest that quartet-based
IC measures are more robust than bipartition-based
measures on partial evaluation trees.
We further compared the quartet-based and
bipartition-based IC measures on two empirical data
sets previously analyzed in Kobert et al. (2016), namely
a 23-taxon yeast data set containing 1275 complete gene
trees and 1219 partial gene trees, and an avian data set
containing 500 complete gene trees and 1500 partial
gene trees. IC scores calculated from all gene trees were
compared with the scores calculated from either only
the complete trees or only the partial trees. Here again,
we found that the Euclidean distances for quartet-based
measures are lower than the distances for bipartitionbased measures in all comparisons (Supplementary Fig.
S6 available on Dryad). Particularly, in the comparison
between scores calculated from either all trees or partial
trees only, the quartet-based measures have maximum
distances of 0.04 and 0.01 on the yeast and avian data
sets, respectively. In contrast, the bipartition-based
measures exhibit a minimum distance of 0.12 on both
data sets. The results again suggest that quartet-based
IC scores are more robust in the presence of partial
evaluation trees.
Importantly, our results suggest that missing genes
appear to have limited impact on quartet-based
IC measures. On the simulated data sets, highly
similar scores can be obtained with only 25% of
all evaluation trees (e.g., Euclidean distances are
below 0.03 in the comparison of G1000_Original and
G250_Original; Supplementary Fig. S5 available on
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FIGURE 3. Bipartition-based IC scores tend to generate artiﬁcially low scores in the lack of phylogenetic signal. The results of the “random
evaluation tree” test on data sets G1000_Original, G1000_E1, and G1000_E2 are shown. The violin plots indicate, for each measure, the distribution
of IC scores or LPP supports calculated using randomized evaluation trees. It should be noted that the IC scores can take values between –1 and
1, whereas the LPP support takes values between 0 and 1.

Dryad). On the two empirical data sets, the exclusive
use of either complete trees or partial trees only
yields highly similar scores to analyses that include
all evaluation trees (Euclidean distances are below 0.05
in all comparisons; Supplementary Fig. S6 available
on Dryad). Phylogenomic data matrices can vary
substantially with respect to the number of genes used
and amount of missing data. Therefore, the observation
that quartet-based IC measures are robust to missing
genes suggests that these measures can provide robust
estimates of phylogenetic incongruence from incomplete
phylogenomic data sets.
Additionally, this property is particularly desirable for
analyzing bootstrap trees as the number of bootstrap
replicates is typically rather small (e.g., 100). We
therefore randomly sampled 100 and 50 bootstrap
replicate trees per gene tree from the B200 data set and
examined the robustness of the IC measures. The results
show that, indeed, the Euclidean distances remain very
low for all IC measures (median distances less than
0.05) even when only 50 bootstrap trees are used in the
evaluation (Supplementary Fig. S7 available on Dryad).
Robustness and Limitations of IC Measures to Speciﬁc
Analytical Challenges
To investigate the potential strengths and/or
weaknesses of different IC measures, we next assessed
their performance under two analytical challenges,
namely lack of phylogenetic signal, and topological
errors in reference trees. To better assess the performance
of IC scores, we also included in our comparison the
local posterior probability (LPP), a coalescent-based
approach to calculate branch support for species trees
that also relies on quartet frequencies in gene trees
(Sayyari and Mirarab 2016).
Lack of phylogenetic signal.—In the aforementioned
analysis of the empirical avian data set, we observed
that, for some internal branches, the quartet-based IC
scores are around 0, a value indicative of two nearly
equally supported conﬂicting resolutions, whereas the
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bipartition-based IC scores are near or at –1, a value
indicative of the presence of a conﬂicting bipartition
that is much more strongly supported than the reference
bipartition. Closer examination of the underlying
bipartition frequencies at these internal branches
revealed that none of the conﬂicting bipartitions is
supported (Supplementary Table S2 available on Dryad).
For instance, for multiple internal branches, the reference
bipartition and the most prevalent conﬂicting bipartition
have frequencies of 0 and 0.03, respectively. This suggests
that bipartition-based IC measures might report strong
support for a conﬂicting bipartition when in reality there
is little phylogenetic signal.
To test this behavior of bipartition-based IC scores
further, we devised a “random evaluation tree” test
where we used completely random evaluation tree
topologies in the G1000_Original/E1/E2 data sets (see
Materials and Methods section). It should be noted
that all bipartitions of the same size would have equal
probability to be included in a completely random
tree. Thus, in principle, the evaluation tree sets should
provide no support to any particular relationship and the
IC scores for all internal branches should be near or at 0.
The results of this test show that quartet-based measures
in general are highly robust to the lack of phylogenetic
signal; the scores are tightly distributed around median
values that are between -0.06 and 0 (Fig. 3).
In contrast, bipartition-based IC scores (except for
Probabilistic internode certainty all (PICA) scores) are
heavily skewed toward –1 (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. S8 available on Dryad). For instance, 64.6% of
all internal branches have IC and ICA scores of –
1 on the data set G1000_Original (no missing data),
while 53.8% and 43.1% of all internal branches have
Probabilistic internode certainty (PIC) scores of –1 on
G1000_E1 (medium proportion of missing data) and
G1000_E2 (high proportion of missing data), respectively
(Fig. 3). Interestingly, LIC and LICA scores are at –
1 for 53.0% of all internal branches on G1000_E1, but
for only 10.1% on G1000_E2 (Fig. 3). On the other
hand, 86.3% of PICA scores are between -0.1 and 0 on
both G1000_E1 and G1000_E2 (Supplementary Fig. S8
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FIGURE 4. The robustness of quartet-based and bipartition-based IC measures to errors in reference trees. The results of the “altered reference
tree” test on data sets G1000_Original, G1000_E1, and G1000_E2 are shown. The violin plots indicate, for each measure, the distribution of IC
scores or LPP supports for bipartitions that are only present in the altered reference trees.

Errors in reference tree.—One important assumption
underlying the design of the QP-IC and EQP-IC scores
is that the four subsets of taxa around a given
internal branch are correctly resolved (referred to
as the “locality assumption” in Sayyari and Mirarab
2016). To test the performance of QP-IC and EQPIC when the locality assumption is violated and also
the performance of other IC measures on reference
trees containing incorrect relationships, we devised an
“altered reference tree” test. In this test, varying degrees
of errors were introduced into the reference trees in the
G1000_Original/E1/E2 data sets by replacing them with
topologies selected from their respective evaluation tree
sets; the corresponding rRF distances between original
and altered reference trees range between 0.1 and 1 (see
Materials and Methods section).
We examined the IC scores of the bipartitions that are
only present in the altered reference trees but not in the
original ones. Since the vast majority (91.8%; 4499 out of
4900) of internal branches in the original reference trees
have positive IC scores (Supplementary Fig. S2 available
on Dryad), the bipartitions introduced by the alterations
are expected to be contested by other, higher-frequency
bipartitions. Indeed, more than 99% of the introduced
internal branches have negative EQP-IC scores as well
as negative bipartition-based IC scores in the absence
of missing data (data set G1000_Original; Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Fig. S9 available on Dryad). Conversely,
the QP-IC scores are positive for a considerable fraction
(24.8%) of these introduced internal branches (Fig. 4).
Interestingly, all the IC measures generate lower scores
on altered reference trees that are more dissimilar to
the original trees than on altered reference trees that
are more similar to the original trees (Supplementary
Fig. S9a available on Dryad). The same patterns
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available on Dryad). Overall, the results suggest that
bipartition-based IC measures are in general sensitive
to the lack of phylogenetic signal. On all three data
sets, the LPP support values appear to be distributed
around ∼0.33, which corresponds to equal supports for
all three alternative topologies and is thus expected given
random evaluation trees (Fig. 3).
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100%
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FIGURE 5.
Evaluation of the performance of quartet-based IC
measures in predicting branch correctness. The plots of FPR vs. recall
(ROC curves) are shown for quartet-based IC measures and LPP.

are also observed on data set G1000_E1, which has
a medium proportion of missing data (Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Fig. S9b available on Dryad). However,
at high proportion of missing data (data set G1000_E2),
bipartition-based measures LIC/LICA and PIC/PICA
produce positive scores for 69.9% and 32.4% of the
incongruent internal branches, respectively, even greater
than QP-IC (24.9%) (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S9c
available on Dryad). In contrast, the performances of
quartet-based IC measures are consistent at all different
proportions of missing data (Fig. 4 and Supplementary
Fig. S9 available on Dryad).
These results suggest that the violation of the locality
assumption can often lead to inﬂated QP-IC scores.
LPP, which also relies on the locality assumption, yields
support values greater than 0.95 for 20.1%∼22.5% of
the introduced internal branches in each of the three
data sets (Fig. 4). The related EQP-IC measure is
more robust to such violations; the locality assumption
might be relaxed due to the consideration of other
nonneighboring node pairs in the EQP-IC measure.
Bipartition-based IC measures perform generally well
except at high proportion of missing data. The reason
might be that, as has been shown earlier in this study,
bipartition-based measures tend to overestimate IC
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scores when the proportion of missing data is high
(Fig. 2).
Related Measures of Branch Support or Phylogenetic
Incongruence

317

It is important to note that all IC measures have
been speciﬁcally designed to quantify the level of
incongruence in phylogenetic data sets, whereas branch
support measures, such as bootstrap and posterior
probability, aim to predict the correctness of the
tree topology. However, the IC scores might still be
correlated with branch correctness given that QP-IC
and LPP are calculated from the same underlying data
(i.e., frequencies of the three possible topologies of
each quadripartition). We therefore also evaluated the
performance of quartet-based IC scores in predicting
branch correctness. We used the G1000_E2 data set in
which both estimated and true species trees are available
to compare the performance of quartet-based IC scores
and LPP support values in terms of false positive rate
(FPR; the percentage of false branches that are predicted
to be correct), recall (the percentage of true branches
that are predicted to be correct), and precision (the
percentage of true branches among the ones predicted
to be correct). Ideally, branch support methods should
have low FPR, high recall, and high precision.
Our results show that, for QP-IC, the FPR is 100%
at a threshold of 0 but quickly drops to 1.9% at a
threshold of 0.1, whereas the precision increases from
94.5%—which equals the overall percentage of true
branches—to 99.9% (Supplementary Fig. S10 available
on Dryad; note that both FPR and precision remain
almost constant at thresholds below 0 or above 0.1). In
other words, when we use a QP-IC score of 0.1 as a
threshold, only 1.9% of all false branches are predicted
to be correct, and 94.5% of the branches predicted
to be correct are true. At the same time, the recall
gradually decreases from 100% to 69.6% (Supplementary
Fig. S10 available on Dryad). EQP-IC exhibits an almost
identical behavior (Supplementary Fig. S10 available on
Dryad). In comparison, LPP has a higher FPR (9.7%
and 3.0% at thresholds of 0.99 and 1, respectively),
better recall (90.6% and 76.5%, respectively), and similar
precision (99.4% and 99.8%, respectively). We further
used receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves to
compare the quartet-based IC measures and the LPP
for their performance as diagnostic tests. The plots
in Figure 5 show that LPP achieves the best tradeoff
between FPR and recall, and QP-IC/EQP-IC are closely
behind. Overall, although QP-IC and EQP-IC have
not been designed as branch support measures, our
results suggest that they perform well in predicting
branch correctness. It should be noted, however, that the
evaluation here is based on simulated data sets in which
the only sources of species tree-gene tree discordance are
ILS and species/gene tree estimation error.
In parallel to this work, Pease et al. (2018) developed
the quartet sampling (QS) measure, which is also a
quartet- and entropy-based measure of phylogenetic
incongruence (like IC measures). The major distinction
between QS and our QP-IC measure is that, in QS,
quartets are randomly sampled and the three alternative
topologies for each quartet are evaluated independently
under the ML criterion, whereas in QP-IC, all quartet
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Besides the IC scores discussed above, there also
exist other related measures of branch support or
phylogenetic incongruence. The LPP is a fast method for
local branch support (Sayyari and Mirarab 2016). Similar
to QP-IC, it ﬁrst calculates the quartet-based frequencies
of alternative quadripartition topologies around a given
internal branch in the species tree from a set of gene
trees. The probability that the quadripartition is present
in the true species tree (i.e., the LPP), is then estimated
under the multi-species coalescent (MSC) model. By
invoking the MSC model, LPP explicitly accounts for
ILS which is an important source of species tree-gene
tree discordance. LPP has been shown to exhibit high
precision and sensitivity on data sets simulated under
the MSC model (Sayyari and Mirarab 2016). However,
the performance of LPP might be compromised if the
incongruence is driven by processes other than ILS. In
comparison, neither our quartet-based nor the original
bipartition-based IC measures make any assumption
on the underlying causes of incongruence. Therefore,
these measures are broadly applicable to measuring
the level of incongruence in any data type (e.g., a
maximum-likelihood gene tree as the reference tree and
the corresponding bootstrap replicate trees as evaluation
trees).
An important difference between IC measures and
branch support measures, such as LPP, is their behavior
with respect to the amount of data available. Increased
numbers of gene trees should in principle increase our
conﬁdence in the species tree inference and will thus
likely increase LPP support values; however, the IC
measures quantify the degree of conﬂict and their scores
will therefore not necessarily change. Consider a data
set with a species tree and 50 gene trees where the
only source of species tree-gene tree incongruence is ILS.
Suppose that there is an internal branch in the species
tree for which the three possible quadripartitions have
frequencies of 40%, 30%, and 30%, respectively. The LPP
support and QP-IC score for this internal branch will
be 0.65 and 0.01, respectively. Now consider how the
LPP support value and the QP-IC score change if the
number of gene trees is increased, while the frequencies
of quadripartitions remain unaltered. With 200, 500,
and 2000 gene trees, the LPP supports will increase to
0.95, 0.99, and 1, respectively (see Sayyari and Mirarab
2016), whereas the QP-IC score remains at 0.01 because
the degree of incongruence is constant. This increase
in LPP support is expected under the MSC model (in
which the LPP is determined by both the frequencies
of alternative quadripartition topologies and the total
number of genes), but might be problematic if species
tree-gene tree incongruence is predominantly caused by
processes other than ILS.
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Analysis of an Empirical Phylogenomic Data Set
We lastly applied our quartet-based IC measures to
a data set of 42 therian mammals and 5246 genes that
was recently used by Scornavacca and Galtier (2017) to
investigate the role of ILS in mammalian phylogenomics.
The evolutionary history of mammals has been difﬁcult
to resolve and is one of the most debated questions in
phylogenetics (Foley et al. 2016). The phylogeny remains
partly unsettled despite of considerable efforts over the
years, as well as recent progress in data acquisition and
analytical techniques (e.g., Song et al. 2012; Tarver et al.
2016; Esselstyn et al. 2017; Scornavacca and Galtier 2017).
As shown in Figure 6, internal branches in the
mammalian phylogeny display substantially different
degrees of phylogenetic incongruence. For instance,
their EQP-IC scores range from 0 to 0.99, with a median
of 0.26; 12 of the 39 internal branches have EQP-IC
scores exceeding 0.5, indicating that the frequency of
the reference topology must be at least 76%, whereas
11 other internal branches have scores below 0.1,
corresponding to reference topology frequencies of 57%
or less. The highest levels of incongruence are observed
for the most controversial relationships in mammalian

phylogeny, including: (1) the root of placental mammals
(score of 0.02); (2) the placement of tree shrew within
Euarchontoglires (score of 0); (3) the early divergence
of rodents (score of 0); and (4) the diversiﬁcations at
the base of Laurasiatheria (scores between 0 and 0.04)
(Fig. 6). QP-IC produced highly similar scores to those
of EQP-IC (Spearman correlation coefﬁcient ≥ 0.99 and
P-value < 2.2 × 10−16 ; Fig. 6).
In sharp contrast, all but one of the internal branches
have LPP support values of 1 (Fig. 6). LPP is built on
the MSC model and effectively attributes all observed
incongruence to ILS. Therefore, high LPP support values
for internal branches with low IC scores would be
reasonable if the incongruence is largely due to ILS;
however, if the underlying cause(s) of incongruence are
different, then the high LPP support values may be
misleading. Indeed, several recent studies have provided
evidence that the majority of phylogenetic conﬂicts in
mammals are likely due to factors other than ILS (Tarver
et al. 2016; Esselstyn et al. 2017; Scornavacca and Galtier
2017). Overall, this empirical example demonstrates
that our quartet-based IC measures represent useful
diagnostic tools for identifying potentially problematic
phylogenetic relationships.
Implementation
We have implemented the three quartet-based IC
measures in the program QuartetScores, which is freely
available as open source code at https://github.com/
lutteropp/QuartetScores. Several existing algorithms
(e.g., ASTRAL, Mirarab et al. 2014; tqDist, Sand et al. 2014)
can efﬁciently determine the total number of quartets
shared between trees and can thus be readily used
for calculating QP-IC scores. However, the calculation
of LQ-IC and EQP-IC scores still requires counting
the occurrences of individual quartet topologies which
represents a major computational bottleneck. Therefore,
we devised two algorithms for quartet counting: one
is more time-efﬁcient by storing each quartet topology
separately in a lookup table; the other is more memoryefﬁcient by grouping different topologies of a quartet
together and using a more involved indexing function.
The program will automatically decide which algorithm
to use based on the data set size. A full description of the
algorithms for counting quartets and computing quartetbased IC scores is provided in the Supplementary Text
available on Dryad.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study, we have introduced three quartet-based
IC measures, namely LQ-IC, QP-IC, and EQP-IC. Much
like previously bipartition-based IC measures (Salichos
et al. 2014; Kobert et al. 2016), these new quartet-based
IC measures are information theory-based measures to
quantify phylogenetic incongruence and are calculated
from the frequencies of each of the three possible quartet
tree topologies using Shannon’s entropy function. They
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tree topologies are extracted from already estimated
evaluation trees. Accordingly, QS requires only the
reference tree but can only be applied to a single
data matrix; on the other hand, our quartet-based
measures require pre-estimated evaluation trees but
can be used for both single data matrix analysis (on
bootstrap replicate trees) and for coalescent analysis (on
single-gene trees).
Additional studies are needed to compare the
performances of QS and our quartet-based IC measures
on phylogenomic data sets. On one hand, the evaluation
of quartet tree topologies in the QS measure might be
sensitive to phylogenetic artifacts such as long-branch
attraction (Ranwez and Gascuel 2001). On the other
hand, the performance of quartet-based IC measures
can be impaired by inaccurate gene tree estimation
when the numbers of taxa become high and the lengths
of single-gene alignments become short. Nevertheless,
the two types of measures can complement each
other and their joint usage in phylogenomic studies
will likely yield a more comprehensive understanding
of phylogenetic incongruence in genome-scale data
sets.
Finally, the idea of QS is also worth future exploration.
n
Currently, each evaluation tree contributes
(n
4
equals the number of taxa in the evaluation tree) quartets
to the calculation of quartet-based IC scores, and thus
the evaluation trees with missing taxa might arguably
be over-penalized. In addition, the major computational
bottleneck in the calculation of LQ-IC and EQP-IC scores
is to count the occurrences of all quartet tree topologies
in the evaluation tree set. QS might provide a viable
solution for both limitations.
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FIGURE 6. Analysis of the empirical mammalian phylogenomic data set using quartet-based and bipartition-based IC measures. Values
shown at each internal branch indicate QP-IC and EQP-IC scores. All but one of the internal branches have LPP support of 1. The labeled internal
branches correspond to (a) the root of placental mammals; (b) the placement of tree shrew within Euarchontoglires; (c) the early divergence of
rodents; and (d) the diversiﬁcations at the base of Laurasiatheria.

summarize the diversity and strength of conﬂicting
signals via a single number; score values close to 1 (or
–1) suggest that the given internal branch is supported
(or contested), whereas score values close to 0 indicate
high levels of incongruence or the lack of phylogenetic
signal. Each speciﬁc value of the IC score corresponds
to a range of possible combinations of frequencies
for the three alternative quartet tree topologies. The
decision of whether a speciﬁc IC score is high or low is
nonetheless subjective. To facilitate the interpretation of
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IC scores, we have provided a plot (Supplementary Fig.
S1 available on Dryad) to display the IC scores for various
combinations of frequencies of alternative quartet tree
topologies.
By analyzing both simulated and empirical data sets,
we have carefully compared the performance of all
IC measures under various data characteristics (see
Table 2 for a summary). The results show that the new
quartet-based IC measures clearly outperform previous
bipartition-based IC measures, and should thus be
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TABLE 2.

Performance of quartet-based IC measures under different analytical challenges
Performance
Measure

Bipartition-based

IC/ICA

Quartet-based

LQ-IC
QP-IC
EQP-IC

Shannon’s entropy
calculated from the
frequencies of the
reference and conﬂicting
bipartitions
Extension of IC/ICA to the
analysis of incomplete
evaluation trees
Lowest IC score among all
relevant quartets of an
internal branch
IC score of the
quadripartition around
an internal branch
Lowest QP-IC score among
all relevant node pairs of
an internal branch

Missing gene Missing taxa

Errors in reference
tree

Robust

Sensitive

Sensitive

Robust

Robust

Sensitive

Sensitive

Robust
Robust

Sensitive at high
proportions of
missing taxa
Robust

Sensitive at high
proportions of
missing taxa
Robust

Sensitive at high
proportions of
missing taxa
Robust

Robust

Robust

Robust

preferred in future phylogenomic studies. Among our
quartet-based IC measures, EQP-IC is robust under
all analytical challenges we have examined and is
thus our recommended approach. QP-IC has a similar
performance to EQP-IC, with the exception that it may
assign inﬂated IC scores to incorrect relationships in the
reference tree. For LQ-IC, a critical limitation is that it can
be driven by quartets that are infrequent but have low
Q-IC scores by chance. Therefore, it should be used with
caution on data sets with high proportions of missing
taxa.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulated Data Sets
We used a simulated data set from Mirarab and
Warnow (2015) (referred to as the “G1000_Original”
data set in our study) to evaluate the performance
of our quartet-based IC scores. This G1000_Original
data set contains 50 sets of trees, each of which
has one species tree and 1000 estimated gene trees.
In brief, for each set, a 101-taxon species tree was
ﬁrst simulated according to the Yule process with a
speciation rate of 10−6 per generation and a tree length
of 2 million generations. Then, 1000 gene trees were
simulated on the species tree under the multiple-species
coalescent model. For each simulated gene tree, a gapfree nucleotide alignment was simulated under the
GTR+GAMMA model, and FastTree 2 was used to infer
a maximum-likelihood gene tree. The simulated species
trees and their corresponding estimated gene trees were
downloaded from https://goo.gl/KhuQtq and used in
this study.
All gene trees in the G1000_Original data set are
complete. To further examine the performance of
quartet-based IC scores on partial trees, we generated
ﬁve additional data sets by pruning taxa from gene
trees in the G1000_Original data set. The taxon-pruning
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Lack of
phylogenetic
signal

Sensitive
Robust

was conducted in two different ways. For three of the
ﬁve data sets (G1000_L1, G1000_L2, and G1000_L3), taxa
were pruned randomly and, for each gene tree, the
number of taxa to prune was drawn from a log-normal
distribution (truncated on the right at 97 to ensure that
pruned trees have at least four taxa). The three data
sets were generated by using log-normal distributions
with mean values of ln 1, ln 10, and ln 100, respectively,
corresponding to low, medium, and high proportions of
missing data.
For the other two data sets (G1000_E1 and G1000_E2),
the patterns of missing taxa were sampled from
empirical data sets to better approximate real data
conditions. For instance, G1000_E1 was generated by
using the 144-taxon, 1478-gene empirical data set from
Misof et al. (2014) as template as follows: ﬁrst, 101 taxa
and 1000 gene trees were randomly selected from the
empirical data set and randomly paired with the taxa
and gene trees in the G1000_Original data set; then, for
each taxon t and gene tree g selected from the empirical
data set, if t is missing from g, the paired taxon t was
pruned from the paired gene tree g in the simulated
G1000_Original data set. This procedure was performed
independently for each of the 50 sets of trees in the
G1000_Original data set. The data set G1000_E2 was
constructed in the same way based on the 103-taxon, 844gene empirical data set from Wickett et al. (2014) (note
that some genes were sampled twice from the empirical
data set, since it has less than 1000 genes).
To further examine the impact of missing
data on IC scores, we pruned gene trees
from the six above-mentioned data sets (i.e.,
G1000_Original/L1/L2/L3/E1/E2) to generate two
additional data sets, namely G500 and G250, standing
for 500 and 250 gene trees per species tree, respectively.
The gene-tree pruning was conducted by randomly
selecting 500 (for G500 data sets) or 250 (for G250 data
sets) gene trees from each of the 50 sets of trees in the
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“-C” option in RAxML. The quartet-based IC scores
were calculated using the program QuartetScores, and
the LQ-IC/QP-IC/EQP-IC scores were always reported
regardless of the status of missing taxa in the evaluation
tree set. In cases where the reference tree and evaluation
trees are species tree and gene trees, respectively, the LPP
supports were calculated using ASTRAL v4.11.2.

Empirical Data Sets

Comparing the Performance of Quartet-Based and
Bipartition-Based IC Measures
Robustness to missing data.—Here, we deﬁne the
“robustness” of an IC measure as the distance between
the IC scores calculated from evaluation tree sets before
and after taxon-/gene-pruning, similar to “accuracy” as
deﬁned in Kobert et al. (2016). The quartet-based and
bipartition-based IC scores were ﬁrst calculated for each
of the G1000_Original/L1/L2/L3/E1/E2 data sets, as
well as the gene-pruned data sets derived from them.
Then, for each type of IC scores and each reference
tree, pairwise distances were calculated between the
G1000_Original data set and each of the taxon-/genepruned data sets. The robustness was measured by
pairwise distance instead of Spearman (or Pearson)
correlation coefﬁcient because two sets of very different
scores can still have very high correlation coefﬁcient
(e.g., scores in one set are one-tenth of the corresponding
scores in the other set). However, unlike in Kobert et al.
(2016), here we used the Euclidean distance:

Three collections of empirical data sets were analyzed
in this study. We ﬁrst compared the performance
of quartet-based and bipartitions-based IC scores on
bootstrap replicate trees using a data set from Wickett
et al. (2014) (referred to as “B200” in our study), including
844 maximum-likelihood gene trees, each associated
with 200 bootstrap replicate trees. All trees were
downloaded from https://goo.gl/51Sg81. We further
randomly sampled 100 and 50 bootstrap replicate trees
for each gene and created two additional data sets
B100 and B50, respectively. We then applied the IC
measures to the 23-taxon yeast data set and the 48taxon avian data set, which were used in Kobert
et al. (2016) to evaluate various adjustment schemes
of the original IC/ICA scores. The two data sets were
originally published in Salichos and Rokas (2013) and
Jarvis et al. (2014), respectively. Gene trees and species
trees in these two data sets were downloaded from
https://github.com/Kobert/ICTC. We also calculated
quartet-based IC scores for the relationships among 42
therian mammals. We retrieved from the OrthoMaM
v9 database nucleotide sequence alignments of 5246
coding-exons that are present in at least four species,
including one of the three marsupials (Monodelphis
domestica, Macropus eugenii, and Sarcophilus harrisii), and
the monotreme (Ornithorynchus anatinus) was removed
as described in Scornavacca and Galtier (2017). Singlegene trees were inferred using IQ-TREE v1.6.5 (Nguyen
et al. 2015) under the GTR+G model with 10 searches. A
coalescent-based species tree was then estimated from
the single-gene trees using ASTRAL v4.11.2 (Mirarab and
Warnow 2015).

Calculation of Branch Support and IC Scores
For a given reference tree and evaluation tree set,
the branch support values (gene support frequencies
or bootstrap support values) for internal branches in
the reference tree were calculated using RAxML v8.2.10
with the “-f b” option. Similarly, the bipartition-based IC
scores were calculated by using RAxML with the “-f i”
option. The original IC/ICA scores were reported if all
evaluation trees were complete, whereas the PIC/PICA
and LIC/LICA scores (IC/ICA scores adjusted under
the “Probabilistic” and “Lossless” schemes, respectively)
were reported if some evaluation trees were partial.
The underlying bipartition frequencies for calculating
the IC/ICA scores were obtained by turning on the
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n


(ICi −ICi )2

i=1

where n is the number of internal branches in the
reference tree (n = 98 for these simulated data sets),
ICi and IC’i refer to the IC scores based on the
G1000_Original and the pruned data sets, respectively,
for the same internal branch i. For easier interpretation,
we normalized the Euclidean distances by the largest
possible Euclidean distance between two sets of IC
scores on the reference tree (e.g., for the simulated
data sets where each reference tree contains 98
√ internal
branches, the largest possible distance is 98∗22 ≈
19.80). In addition, in each pairwise comparison, we also
calculated the fraction of internal branches for which the
IC scores were overestimated (by more than 0.05) on the
pruned data set compared with the G1000_Original data
set. Similarly, we also evaluated the robustness of various
IC measures on bootstrap replicate trees by comparing
the scores based on the B200 data set against those based
on the B100 or B50 data sets.
Random evaluation tree test.—In this test, the topologies of
all evaluation trees in the G1000_Original/E1/E2 data
sets were randomized. Since the randomized evaluation
trees have the same sets of taxa as the original trees, the
pattern of missing taxa in each data set was kept the
same. The quartet-based and bipartition-based IC scores
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G1000_Original data set, and the corresponding, taxonpruned gene trees in the G1000_L1/L2/L3/E1/E2 data
sets were selected accordingly.
All reference and evaluation trees used in
this study, as well as the results of IC analyses
are
available
from
the
ﬁgshare
repository
(https://ﬁgshare.com/s/499a7a659dd75d4282cc).
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were then calculated from the original reference trees
and randomized evaluation trees.

Test of Quartet-Based IC Measures in Predicting Branch
Correctness
The performance of quartet-based IC measures
for predicting branch correctness was tested on the
G1000_E2 data set. We ﬁrst used the 1000 taxon-pruned
gene trees in each of the 50 replicates to estimate a species
tree using ASTRAL. Internal branches in each of the
50 estimated species trees were classiﬁed as true (or
false) if the associated bipartition is present (or absent) in
the corresponding true species tree. We then calculated
the quartet-based IC scores and LPP supports for all
internal branches in the estimated species trees. For each
measure, an internal branch is predicted to be correct
if the associated score (or support) is above a certain
threshold. Lastly, for each measure, we calculated (using
varying threshold values) the following three statistics
which are commonly used to assess the performance of
branch support methods (Anisimova et al. 2011; Sayyari
and Mirarab 2016):
false internal branches prediced to be correct
false internal branches
true internal branches predicted to be correct
recall =
true internal branches
true internal branches predicted to be correct
precision =
internal branches predicted to be correct
FPR =

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository:
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.440874g.
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Altered reference tree test.—Here, the topologies of the
reference trees were altered, whereas the evaluation tree
topologies remained unchanged. First, we calculated the
rRF distance (Robinson 1971) between each evaluation
tree in the G1000_Original data set and its corresponding
reference tree. Polytomous evaluation trees were
randomly resolved before calculating rRF distances.
Second, we classiﬁed the evaluation trees in to ﬁve
categories based on their rRF distances; the ranges of
rRF distances of the ﬁve categories were: [0.1, 0.3), [0.3,
0.5), [0.5, 0.7), [0.7, 0.9), and [0.9, 1]. Finally, we randomly
selected 10 evaluation trees from each category to be the
new reference trees. The evaluation tree sets to which
the new reference trees belonged were also selected as
the new evaluation tree sets. Similarly, for data sets
G1000_E1/E2, the evaluation tree sets that match with
the new reference trees were selected for this test. The
quartet-based and bipartition-based IC scores were then
calculated from the new, altered reference trees and their
corresponding evaluation trees.
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